
Subject: Up and Down River Card Game Instructions 
 
Great thing about Up and Down River card game is that it can be played with 3,4,5,6 players. 
 
It is easier than Bridge. 
 
Every player is playing for himself/herself so no fights with partners. 
 
It depends on skill but also luck. 
 
Here are the rules. 
 
1. For 4 Players begin by dealing 10 cards to each player. 
 
2. Turn one card from remaining deck. This is the Trump. 
 
3. Dealer bids first how many tricks he/she can make. 
 
4. The person on the left of the dealer bids next. 
 
5. The person to the next bids next and so on until all 4 players have bid how many tricks they can make. 
 
6. If you make the tricks you bid, you get 4 times the no of tricks you bid. 
    
    If you make more than the no of tricks you bid, you get 4 times the no you bid + 1 times the number 
you made above the number you bid. 
 
   Example: You bid 2 but made 4   You get 2x4 + 1x2  = 10 points 
 
7. if you do not make what you bid you get minus 4x what you bid. 
 
    Example:  you bid 3 but made 2   You get minus 4x 3  or minus 12 points. No partial credits. 
 
8.   The next dealer is the person  on the left of the first dealer.  He/She deals 9 cards and you repeat the 
process. 
 
9. You keep going until you are down to 1 card dealt. Than you go to 2 cards and so on until you get to 
10 cards. 
 
10. The person who has the most points wins the game. 
 
11 If you are 5 players playing, you can still deal 10 cards to begin. But if you are 6 players you begin 
with 8 cards only. 
 
Have fun. 
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